
 
 

1. CHECK YOUR MOLES AND BUMPS
Looking at your skin and noticing changes in your 
moles and bumps is very important. Skin cancer is the most common cancer in the 
U.S- but it is treatable if detected early.
 • Self examination each month will help you detect changes. Warning signs 
  include asymmetry, irregular borders or colors, a diameter greater than a pencil 
  eraser or an increase in size.  
 • If you have a new lesion  or changing growth, have it checked by a board 
  certifi ed dermatologist.

2.  WEAR SUNSCREEN
Sunscreen can help reduce the risk of skin cancer and early skin aging caused by 
the sun. Picking the right sunscreen for you is important as it needs to be worn 
everyday on the face. 1 in 5 Americans will develop skin cancer in their lifetime. 
 • Wear broad spectrum sunscreen that protects against Ultraviolet A (UVA) and 
  Ultraviolet B (UVB) rays, both of which cause skin cancer and photoaging.
 • SFP30 or higher helps protect you from sun damage.  An ounce of sunscreen, 
  enough to fi ll s shotglass, is considered the amount needed to cover the 
  exposed areas of the body.

3. PROTECT THE SKIN FROM OUTDOOR COLD AND INDOOR HEAT
Winter itch is commonly caused by dry skin. Be good to your skin this winter by 
protecting and moisturizing. 
 • Moisturize daily. 
 • Choose a moisturizer that suits you and makes your skin feel comfortable.   
  Avoid fragrance. 
 • Be gentle with the largest organ in the body and prevent dry, itchy, irritated 
  and  fl aky skin.

4.  SKIN CONDITIONS SHOULD BE EVALUATED AND TREATED BY A 
BOARD CERTIFIED DERMATOLOGIST
 • A dermatologist is a medical doctor with 4 years of medical school, one year 
  of internship and 3 years of residency consisting of intensive training in the  
  medical science of the skin, hair and nails. 
 • 50 continuing medical education hours per year are required after residency. 
 • This depth of knowledge can not be acquired any other way.

If you have a skin condition of concern, contact Dr. Hood. 
Dr. Hood accepts most PPO insurance. 

Initial offi ce visits $150, follow up offi ce visit $75.

Kelly Hood, M.D. 
970 Dewing Ave, Suite 301   |    Lafayette, CA 94549 

925-283-5500   |    https://www.facebook.com/kellyhoodmd

Kelly Hood, M.D.
DERMATOLOGY
“Check your skin today. Come see me if you 
have concerns or want to be certain. As a 
board certifi ed Dermatologist and Lafayette 
resident I’m here to help.”   Kelly Hood M.D.

Dr. Sophia Scheffel, L.Ac has received both 
her masters and doctorate in acupuncture 
and Chinese Medicine. Dr. Scheffel has 
expertise in treating chronic pain; allergies, 
asthma and immune disorders; sleep, anxi-
ety, depression and other mental emotional 
imbalances as well as oncology support.

She’s a Lamorinda native, having graduated from 
Miramonte in 1998 and wanted to bring her 
practice back 
to the area in 
which she grew 
up to help her 
community 
attain optimal 
health.

Consider acu-
puncture and 
working with 
Dr. Scheffel to 
bring yourself 
into optimal 
health.

Dr. Sophia Scheffel, LAc
925.268.0117  www.diabloacupuncture.com




